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lind this in Milan5'" remembers Lehanneur
on the February morning I visit his studio
Before the show he hadn't given much
thought to commercializing Bel-Air, but
he is examining several possibilities now
"I went from being ahead of the game
to falling behind," Lehanneur adds
Bel-Air K on displav until May 12 in
the Museum of Modern Art's "Design
and the Elastic Mind" show, along with
other Lehanneur creations from a series
he calls "Elements " These include K , a
spiky light, meant to prevent SAD, that
detects winter darkness and brightens
to compensate, C° a pyramidal thermal radar that emits heat when the
device senses it is needed, and O, a glass
contraption filled with a mesmerizing
green mixture made from the alga spiruhna, which gives off pure oxygen when
plummeting levels demand it
Though Lehanneur has devised many
press-friendly products—perfume packaging tor Issey Miyake, a neon-light dome
for Chnstofle, beehive-shaped showcases
for Yohji Yamamoto—it is the futuristic
projects such as "Elements" that have
earned him prestigious grants in his home
country and made him a rising star
"Mathieu chooses themes that are socially
meaningful and sometimes reallv complex,"
says MoMA senior curator Paola Antonelli
"But in the end he is also able to distill all
these ideas into truly beautiful objects'
In person, Lehanneur exhibits none of the
mad scientist traits l had vaguely imagined
he might have And though his invenoons
appeal to our ever-growing environmental
concerns, he is not j health nut himself
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Mctffcfnf toy Mw C+ntitnt'
ter, 2O01 Part of Lehanneur v
E RSC i graduation project this
string of beads is geared toward
patients who see illness as a men
dong entity that must be expunged
from the body Each bead contains a dose of
medication, so the duration of the treatment is
converted into a length of string As it shrinks
so-presumabty-does the illness
dB., 2OO6 Attuned to the noise levels in
your home dfi. roils toward the source
of the most egregious sounds and
emits white noise to drown them out
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"I hope my objects don't convey paranoia," he tells mc 'Thev're neither paranoid nor anxiety-driven nor bio | French
for "ecofhendly"] "
Lehanneur works with typical materials
(wood, glass, plasnc metal), but his primary
inspiration is our unmediate surroundings
the sounds we hear, the oxygen we breathe,
the temperature on our skin "We're in constant interaction with die air around us," he
says "So why aren't we taking that material
into account instead of working on how
comfortable our butts feel on a chair?"

B

orn in the coastal town of Rochefort,
Lehanneur attended the prestigious
Paris industrial design school L'EnsciLes Ateliers There his graduation project,
now archived at MoMA, focused on what he
terms Galenic design the creation of medications whose form would actively engage
pjuents in their treatment Breakthrough

After ThOMt 20O3 Created for a Paris
menswear collection this coatrack is a
remterpretation of Michael Thonet's famed
bentwood designs it s made from wood
that has been compressed in such
a way as to remain pliable when
humid The stand is kept
in this soft state while In
transit so that upon arrival
tt can be bent to fit its
immediate surroundings
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O, 2OO6 Meant to be placed
just inside the front door
O .5 triggered when people
walk in or out It sprays
mtcroparttcles of a serum
called Oumton (composed
of marine minerais known
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drugs are useless, his thinking went, if, as so
often happens, a patient refuses or forgets
to take them So he developed a handful of
clever aids The most appealing, to my mind,
is an asthma medication dispenser named
the Third Lung, j ramagotchi-kkc device
that becomes dangeroush full it the medicine it contains is not taken, therebv transferring the dependence from die patient to
the apparatus itself It is often more pleasing,
after all, to take care of someone (or something) else than to take care of oneself
Like Bel-Air the 'I hard Lung is one of
the only Lehanneur projects that are under
acnve research and development and stand
a good chance of seeing the light of day
Few of his works have been commercial
ized, and Lehanneur says this is because hc
hasn't bothered to make the rounds of design editors or pharmaceutical companies
"I'm in a bulimic phase ot experimentation right now," he says with a smile "The
day I find myself a bit ored, thau when
I'll start thinking about editing all this"
For now Lehanneur is focusing on an
exhibition—running through June at Artists Space in New York's SoHo—with the
theme of food sourcmg, for which he is
envisiomng"a Garden ofEden—type dream'
an atruanum-and-greenhouse combo that
achieves a perfect, self-reliant ecosystem
"There is not one specific thing l dream
of doing today." he says "I am happy to go
from one assignment to the next and naive
enough to believe there is no territory
that design cannot infiltrate "
•
Prototypes of Bet-Air are available at Le Laboralaire in Paru far {20,000 each flflatwratemagj

to boost the immune
system), which the body
absorbs both by inhaling
and through the skin
O., 2O06 O is equipped
with an oxygen sensor
and when ambient levels
are low, a light turns
v on activating oxygen
producing photosynthesis in the
spirufina afgae mix
ture As soon as levels
return to normal, the
fight switches off and
the spirultna particles
fail back to the bottom
of the container

